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The classical B1 (NaCl)↔B2 (CsCl) transitions have been considered as a model for general
structural phase transformations, and resolving corresponding phase transition mechanisms under
high strain rate shock compression is critical to a fundamental understanding of phase transition
dynamics. Here, we use subnanosecond synchrotron x-ray diffraction to visualize the lattice re-
sponse of single-crystal KCl to planar shock compression. Complete B1–B2 orientation relations
are revealed for KCl under shock compression along 〈100〉B1 and 〈110〉B1; the orientation relations
and transition mechanisms are anisotropic and can be described with the standard and modified
Watanabe-Tokonami-Morimoto model, respectively, both involving interlayer sliding and intralayer
ion rearrangement. The current study also establishes a paradigm for investigating solid–solid phase
transitions under dynamic extremes with ultrafast synchrotron x-ray diffraction.

The B1↔B2 phase transitions occur in alkali halides10

[1–7] and oxides [8, 9] of geophysical significance such as11

MgO [10–14] under isobaric heating, quasistatic compres-12

sion and shock compression. Even as the simplest first-13

order nondisplacive phase transitions, resolving the tran-14

sition mechanisms in the B1↔B2 transitions under shock15

compression has long been a challenge, which lies in ultra-16

fast visualization of lattice response during highly tran-17

sient shock events (100s nanoseconds or less) [1, 5]. KCl18

is a model material for studying the B1↔B2 phase transi-19

tions because of its relatively low transition pressure (∼220

GPa) [15]. A multitude of transition mechanisms were21

proposed for the B1↔B2 transitions [7, 16–27], and a no-22

table mechanism is the Watanabe-Tokonami-Morimoto23

(WTM) model, which involves a concerted translation24

of adjacent (100)B1 lattice planes relative to one another25

with simultaneous rearrangements of the ions within each26

plane [7]. A model based on high-speed dislocations27

was also proposed for the shock-induced B1–B2 transi-28

tion in KCl [17], but disputed by a followup study [1].29

Dynamic x-ray diffraction (XRD) with flash x-rays was30

applied to single-crystal KCl under shock compression31

[1, 5]; nonetheless, the results are inconclusive regarding32

the B1–B2 transition mechanisms. Overall, such ques-33

tions as the exact transition mechanisms, the existence34

of general mechanisms and anisotropy, and the effects of35

stress/loading conditions, remain open. The key issues36

in previous dynamic XRD experiments on the shock-37

induced B1–B2 transition mechanisms are the extreme38

paucity of dynamic XRD data and the lack of sufficient39

Laue diffraction spots on a single XRD pattern to con-40

strain crystallographic orientation relations between the41

parent and daughter phases.42

Here, we report lattice-scale visualization of the B1–B243

phase transition in [110]B1- and [100]B1-oriented single-44

crystal KCl under shock compression with ultrafast syn-45

chrotron x-ray diffraction, which reveals full crystallo-46

graphic orientation relations between the B1 and B247

phases. The B1–B2 orientation relations for [100]B1-48

oriented KCl are consistent with the standard WTM49

model; however, different orientation relations are ob-50

served for [110]B1-oriented KCl and can be explained51

with a modified WTM model: a new model of the B1-52

B2 transition based on the {110}B1 translation and in-53

tralayer atomic displacement.54

The experimental setup for in situ ultrafast Laue x-ray55

diffraction measurements under shock compression load-56

ing is shown schematically in Fig. 1(a) (see Section S2 in57

the Supplemental Material [28] for details) [44]. Shock58

compression is achieved via plate impact with a two-stage59

light gas gun installed at Beamline 32-ID-B of the Ad-60

vanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne National Labo-61

ratory, USA. White x-rays with narrow-banded harmon-62

ics from an undulator insertion device are used for x-ray63

diffraction measurements (Fig. S1 in the Supplemental64

Material [28]). Plate impact provides a well-defined uni-65

axial strain loading condition within the shocked sample,66

and transient x-ray diffraction measures directly lattice67

response to shock compression, including phase transi-68

tions. [110]B1- and [100]B1-oriented KCl single crystals69

[Fig. 1(b)] are shock-compressed and probed with syn-70

chrotron x-rays to obtain time-resolved XRD patterns71

before and after the phase transition. The exposure time72

for an XRD pattern is about 80 ps (full-width at half73

maximum or FWHM of the temporal profile of an x-ray74

pulse), which also represents the highest temporal resolu-75

tion allowed for such single-bunch, single-shot, measure-76

ments based on storage-ring-type synchrotron radiation.77

A Doppler laser interferometer system (Doppler pin sys-78

tem) [45] is implemented to record free-surface velocity79
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FIG. 1. Schematic of experimental setup. (a) Gas-gun shock compression loading with sub-ns x-ray diffraction measurements
(see Section S2 in the Supplemental Material [28] for details). The probe x-ray pulse width is approximately 80 ps, and the
pulse interval is about 153 ns. DPS: Doppler pin system or Doppler laser interferometry. (b) [110]B1- and [100]B1-oriented
single-crystal KCl targets. The impact loading axis (LA) is perpendicular to the (110)B1 or (100)B1 lattice plane (red). (c)
Representative free-surface velocity history of the [110]B1 target measured with DPS, showing a plastic wave (P), a phase
transition wave (PT), and a phase interface reflection wave (PIR) [43]. Here, time zero refers to the shock breakout at the free
surface.

histories. A typical free-surface velocity history is shown80

in Fig. 1(c) for an impact velocity of 1578 m s−1.81

Representative two-dimensional diffraction patterns82

for shock loading along [110]B1 are shown in Fig. 2. As83

a result of the transmission diffraction geometry and the84

inherent bandwidth of the white undulator x-ray source,85

sufficient diffraction spots are captured to ensure the ac-86

curate determination of crystal orientations. At ambi-87

ent conditions (referred to as static), four main Laue88

diffraction spots are observed, three of which each have89

a secondary spot, due to misorientation in the imperfect90

“single-crystal” KCl sample of the B1 phase. Broaden-91

ing of the diffraction spots is minor, indicating negligible92

internal strain and defects except low-angle grain bound-93

aries. The static Laue diffraction spots are indexed, and94

the normal of the sample impact surface is of the crys-95

tallographic [110]B1 orientation as expected [Fig. 2(a)].96

Corresponding single-crystal Laue diffraction simulation97

matches well the measured pattern [Fig. 2(b)].98

Upon shock compression, both the free-surface veloc-99

ity history [Fig. 1(c)] and the Laue diffraction pattern100

[Fig. 2(c)] demonstrate the B1–B2 phase transition in101

KCl. The three-wave structure, consisting of a plastic102

wave, a phase transition wave and a phase interface re-103

flection wave [43], is identified from the free-surface ve-104

locity history [Fig. 1(c)], consistent with previous mea-105

surements [46]. The corresponding peak shock stress is106

approximately 3 GPa. On the dynamic Laue XRD pat-107

tern [Fig. 2(c)], the intensities of the original four main108

diffraction spots decrease partly due to the reduction in109

volume fraction of the preexisting B1 phase, while the110

secondary spots disappear owing to the shock-induced111

lattice deformation. Six new Laue spots appear as a re-112

sult of the B1–B2 phase transition.113

To determine the Miller indices of the newly emerged114

Laue spots on a dynamic XRD pattern, we conduct115

diffraction pattern analysis and forward Laue x-ray116

diffraction simulation using the corresponding x-ray spec-117

trum from the undulator source (Fig. S1 in the Supple-118

mental Material [28]). Corresponding Miller indices are119

shown in Fig. 2(c). Four {110} spots and two {112} spots120

are identified. Here, the two {110} spots with the same121

azimuthal angles but different diffraction angles are at-122

tributed to the fundamental and the second harmonic123

(denoted with subscript 2) of the probe x-ray spectrum.124

A pair of such spots with the same Miller indices are not125

expected on the same detector plane for an ideal single126

crystal; the appearance of the two {110} pairs, (1̄10) and127

(1̄10)2, and (11̄0) and (11̄0)2, indicates that the B2 phase128

induced by the shock compression is a highly textured129

“single crystal” with a certain crystal orientation distri-130

bution, i.e., polycrystallization. The difference in diffrac-131

tion angle between the adjacent {110} spots is about 5◦,132

corresponding to a misorientation range of ∼2.5◦. Such133

polycrystallization of the daughter phase is common in134

the B1↔B2 phase transitions of alkali halides under qua-135

sistatic compression or isobaric heating [6, 7, 23], and it136

is more pronounced than in the dynamic compression137

due to the differences in stress condition and time scale138

involved [5]. The two new {112}2 spots are from the sec-139
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FIG. 2. Shock compression of single-crystal KCl along
[110]B1. (a) Measured static XRD pattern of the B1 phase
before impact. (b) Simulated static XRD pattern of the B1
phase corresponding to (a). (c) Measured dynamic XRD pat-
tern (323 ns after impact), showing diffraction spots from
both the B1 and B2 phases. (d) Simulated dynamic XRD
pattern of the B2 phase corresponding to (c). Diffraction
spots from the B1 phase are not shown in (d) for clarity.
White Miller indices: the B1 phase; orange Miller indices:
the B2 phase. Subscript 2: diffraction spots due to the sec-
ond harmonic of the synchrotron undulator source. White
circles: low-intensity spots. PC: scattered X-rays from the
polycarbonate projectile and windows.

ond harmonic. The simulated Laue diffraction pattern140

of the B2 phase under shock compression is obtained141

[Fig. 2(d)] considering the orientation distribution and142

the first two harmonics of the x-ray spectrum, and is in143

excellent agreement with the measured dynamic pattern144

in Fig. 2(c).145

The Laue diffraction spots are well identified for the B1146

and B2 phases on the static and dynamic diffraction pat-147

terns, allowing for the determination of the entire crys-148

tallographic orientation relations between the B1 and B2149

phases for shock compression along [110]B1 (see Section150

S3B in the Supplemental Material [28] for details), as rep-151

resented by the three basic crystallographic orientations152

in each phase, i.e.,153 
[110]B1 ‖ [1̄1̄2]B2

[001]B1 ‖ [111]B2

[11̄0]B1 ‖ [1̄10]B2

. (1)

This set of the B1–B2 orientation relations is complete154

for [110]B1-oriented KCl, and has not been previously155

observed in shock compression experiments. It also has156

a mirrored counterpart (see Eq. S6 in the Supplemental157

Material [28]).158

For [100]B1-oriented KCl, our dynamic XRD measure-159

ment also yields the first complete B1–B2 orientation re-160

lations upon shock compression (see Section S4 in the161

Supplemental Material [28] for details). Two sets of ori-162

entation relations are identified as163 
[100]B1 ‖ [110]B2

[010]B1 ‖ [1̄11]B2,

[001]B1 ‖ [11̄2]B2

and


[100]B1 ‖ [110]B2

[010]B1 ‖ [1̄12̄]B2

[001]B1 ‖ [1̄11]B2

. (2)

164

The B1–B2 orientation relations exhibit a strong165

anisotropy as seen for [100]B1- and [110]B1-oriented KCl166

under shock compression. Given the orientation relations167

resolved from our experiments, we search for possible168

mechanisms for the shock-induced B1–B2 phase transi-169

tion. Various models have been proposed for the B1↔B2170

phase transitions. For example, the classical Buerger171

model [16] involves contraction along 〈111〉B1, and thus172

requires a common 〈111〉 crystallographic direction for173

both the B1 and B2 structures, which nonetheless con-174

tradicts the observed orientation relations for both the175

[110]B1 and [100]B1 shock loading cases.176

The standard WTM model involves interlayer sliding177

between and intralayer ion rearrangement on the (100)B1178

planes [7]. Another model by Gufan and Ternovskii in-179

volves parallel shift of and corresponding intralayer ion180

rearrangement on the (100)B1 planes [21]. These two181

models yield orientation relations consistent with the182

measurement in the [100]B1 shock loading case but not183

in the [110]B1 case. Fraser and Kennedy proposed a se-184

ries of models based on the martensitic transformation185

[18, 19], and their type-1 and 3 models can reproduce the186

observed orientation relations in the [100]B1 and [110]B1187

loading cases, respectively.188

To better understand the phase transition mechanisms,189

we conduct molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of190

shock compression of [100]B1- and [110]B1-oriented KCl191

single crystals (Figs. S6 and S9 [28]). On the basis of192

the MD simulations and the measured orientation rela-193

tions, we propose a modified WTM model for the shock-194

induced B1–B2 transition in KCl. (The models by Fraser195

and Kennedy conflict with the MD simulations [28] and196

are thus discarded.) The modified WTM model involves197

interlayer sliding and intralayer rearrangement of ions as198

the standard WTM model. However, the standard WTM199

model only allows for the (100)B1 sliding planes, while in200

the modified WTM model, different sliding planes [the201

(110)B1 planes] are involved.202

For shock along [100]B1, the B1–B2 transition can be203

explained with the standard WTM model as detailed204

in Section S3 of Supplemental Material [28]. For shock205

along [110]B1, a modified WTM model is proposed: a new206

model of the B1-B2 transition based on the (110)B1 trans-207

lation and intralayer atomic displacement. Figures 3(a)208

and 3(b) show the initial and final lattice structures of209
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FIG. 3. B1→B2 phase transition mechanisms in single-crystal KCl under shock compression along [110]B1. (a) Initial crystal
structure of the B1 phase. The virtual B2 unit cell within the B1 lattice is indicated in black lines. (b) Resultant structure of
the B2 phase. The B2 unit cell is indicated in black lines. (c) and (d) Crystal structures of the B2 phase for mechanisms I and
II, respectively. Blue: K+; orange: Cl−. Arrows: sliding directions.

the B1 and B2 phases, respectively. The cell structures210

drawn in black lines represent the virtual B2 “unit cell”211

in the original B1 phase [Fig. 3(a)] and in the B2 unit212

cell [Fig. 3(b)]. Here, the sliding planes are consecutive213

(110)B1 planes, rather than the (100)B1 planes as pro-214

posed in the standard WTM model [1, 7].215

Considering the symmetry of the B1 structure under216

the [110]B1 loading, there are two mechanisms with oppo-217

site sliding directions. For any (110)B1 plane, its two im-218

mediately adjacent (110)B1 planes slide along ±[001]B1,219

respectively (mechanism I), or in opposite directions,220

∓[001]B1 (mechanism II). Along with the interlayer slid-221

ing, intralayer ion rearrangement on the (110)B1 planes222

leads to the formation of the B2 structure. Detailed inter-223

layer sliding and intralayer ion rearrangement are shown224

in Fig. S5. Consequently, the complete orientation rela-225

tions corresponding to these transition mechanisms are226

obtained [Figs. 3(c) and (d)], and those for mechanism I227

are identical to our experimental results [Eq. (1)]. There-228

fore, the standard and modified WTM mechanism can229

explain the [100]B1 and [110]B1 shock loading cases, re-230

spectively, as well as the MD simulations.231

The shocked KCl single crystals show anisotropy in232

the exact B1–B2 phase transition mechanisms. High233

strain rate planar shock loading induces a uniaxial strain234

or nonhydrostatic condition, and the inherent crystallo-235

graphic anisotropy of single crystal KCl combined with236

non-hydrostatic stress, i.e., the structure and loading237

anisotropies lead to the observed anisotropy in transition238

mechanism.239

Numerous models have been proposed for the exten-240

sively studied B1↔B2 phase transitions under nonshock241

loading conditions [16, 18–27] (Section S5 in the Sup-242

plemental Material [28]), and some models present inter-243

mediate phase(s) along the transition pathways. How-244

ever, no consensus has been reached on mechanisms or245

intermediate phases. It is highly desirable to directly246

measure intermediate phases. In our shock experiments247

on KCl single crystals, only the initial B1 and final B2248

phases are manifested in the diffraction patterns, and the249

phase transition shock wave front in the free-surface ve-250

locity histories with a nanosecond temporal resolution251

(PT in Figs. 1(c) and S3 in the Supplemental Material252

[28]) shows no splitting, i.e., no indication of an interme-253

diate phase. The intermediate phase in the narrow shock254

front of the phase transition wave constitutes a minor255

volume fraction of the total volume sampled by X-rays,256

and thus has a negligible contribution to the diffraction257

intensity. A well-defined intermediate phase cannot be258

identified from the MD trajectories, either, likely as a259

result of the extreme strain rate and small system size260

inherently involved in MD simulations.261

Intermediate phases appear to be highly elusive dur-262

ing the shock-induced B1–B2 transition in KCl, and one263

may have to resort to other novel ultrafast loading and264

diagnostic means to address the challenge of capturing265

such phases. For instance, short-pulse laser shock load-266

ing combined with ultrafast x-ray/electron diffraction267

[47–49] can be exploited to capture intermediate struc-268

tures just around the phase transition wave front, and269

the transition pathways can be constrained or identified.270

In addition, the kinetics of B1–B2 phase transition is271

directly relevant to the exact transition pathways and272

the life time of an intermediate phase (thus its detec-273

tion), and depends on strain rate [50], stress state [50],274

defects [17, 50, 51], and species (alkali halides and chalco-275

genides), which should be explored systematically in the276

future regarding KCl in particular and other materials in277

general.278

The current study advances our understanding of the279

transition mechanisms of the B1↔B2 phase transitions280

in single crystals under shock compression in particular,281

and bears significant implications to structural phase282

transitions under extreme conditions in general. Our283

ultrafast XRD measurements along with molecular284

dynamics simulations present a distinct and exciting285
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opportunity to examine and understand the fundamen-286

tal atomistic mechanisms that underlie shock-induced287

phase transition in unprecedented detail. This study288

also establishes a paradigm for investigating structural289

phase transitions [48, 52–55] in highly transient events290

including high-pressure and high strain-rate phenomena291

of significance in planetary science, condensed matter292

physics, inertial confinement fusion, and additive manu-293

facturing.294
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